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Cranial electrotherapy stimulation (CES) is a neuromodulation tool used for treating

several clinical disorders, including insomnia, anxiety, and depression. More recently, a

limited number of studies have examined CES for altering affect, physiology, and behavior

in healthy, non-clinical samples. The physiological, neurochemical, and metabolic

mechanisms underlying CES effects are currently unknown. Computational modeling

suggests that electrical current administered with CES at the earlobes can reach

cortical and subcortical regions at very low intensities associated with subthreshold

neuromodulatory effects, and studies using electroencephalography (EEG) and functional

magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) show some effects on alpha band EEG activity, and

modulation of the default mode network during CES administration. One theory suggests

that CES modulates brain stem (e.g., medulla), limbic (e.g., thalamus, amygdala),

and cortical (e.g., prefrontal cortex) regions and increases relative parasympathetic

to sympathetic drive in the autonomic nervous system. There is no direct evidence

supporting this theory, but one of its assumptions is that CES may induce its effects

by stimulating afferent projections of the vagus nerve, which provides parasympathetic

signals to the cardiorespiratory and digestive systems. In our critical review of studies

using CES in clinical and non-clinical populations, we found severe methodological

concerns, including potential conflicts of interest, risk of methodological and analytic

biases, issues with sham credibility, lack of blinding, and a severe heterogeneity of

CES parameters selected and employed across scientists, laboratories, institutions, and

studies. These limitations make it difficult to derive consistent or compelling insights from

the extant literature, tempering enthusiasm for CES and its potential to alter nervous

system activity or behavior in meaningful or reliable ways. The lack of compelling evidence

also motivates well-designed and relatively high-powered experiments to assess how

CES might modulate the physiological, affective, and cognitive responses to stress.

Establishing reliable empirical links between CES administration and human performance
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is critical for supporting its prospective use during occupational training, operations, or

recovery, ensuring reliability and robustness of effects, characterizing if, when, and in

whom such effects might arise, and ensuring that any benefits of CES outweigh the risks

of adverse events.

Keywords: non-invasive brain stimulation, neuromodulation, psychiatry, human performance, electrotherapy

INTRODUCTION

Cranial electrotherapy stimulation (CES) involves delivering
low-intensity (50 µA to 4mA) electrical current via a pair of
electrodes attached to bilateral anatomical positions around the
head (e.g., eyelids, earlobes, mastoids, temples), with the intent
of acutely modulating central and/or peripheral nervous system
activity. This review describes past and present research and
development efforts with this neuromodulatory technique, with
emphasis on its potential for enhancing well-being in clinical
contexts and optimizing or enhancing human performance in
healthy, neurotypical populations.

In clinical populations, CES has been used as an adjunctive
treatment for several clinical disorders including insomnia,
depression, post-traumatic stress disorder, and anxiety (Gunther
and Phillips, 2010; Bracciano et al., 2012; Morriss and Price,
2020). While the precise mechanisms underlying putative CES
effects on clinical disorders remain elusive, proposed effects
include modulation of central and peripheral nervous systems,
altering resting state and limbic system activity, increasing
cortical alpha-band activity, and modulating the release of
neurotransmitters and downstream hormones including
catecholamines and glucocorticoids (Schroeder and Barr, 2001;
Feusner et al., 2012; Qiao et al., 2015; Wagenseil et al., 2018;
Yennurajalingam et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2020).

In healthy populations engaged in high-stakes occupational
contexts and tasks, performance enhancement can occur
during learning or training, and prior to, during, and/or after
occupational task performance. Indeed, neuromodulation
approaches hold potential to accelerate learning and training,
but also acutely modulate task performance and assist in rest,
recovery, and reset phases. For example, an emergency first
responder might incorporate neuromodulatory techniques
to accelerate the learning of new procedural skills, modulate
stress responses during high-stakes operations, or to assist
emotion regulatory processes following exposure to stress.
In these scenarios, CES may carry potential to help sustain
or improve behavioral outcomes related to occupational
performance including vigilance, perceptuomotor control,
situation awareness, and emotion regulation.

To examine whether CES may carry potential to reliably alter
brain activity, physiology, neurotransmitters and hormones, or
behavior in clinical and non-clinical populations, we critically
review extant scientific outcomes from studies examining
CES, detail mechanistic models of CES effects, and reveal
several methodological strengths and weaknesses of the existing
literature. The report concludes with paths forward for CES
research and potential application to occupational performance
in healthy, neurotypical populations.

A BRIEF HISTORY OF CES

The first CES device, the Somniatron, was developed in the
Soviet Union in the early 1900s and delivered 1–4mA alternating
current at 100Hz via two electrodes attached to the eyelids
(Robinovitch, 1914). The Somniatron was used to induce
analgesia and sleep in patients with insomnia. In 1973, the
first CES device was marketed in the United States without
formal regulatory oversight, the Electrosone 50, for inducing
relaxation and sleep (Kirsch et al., 2014). The Electrosone
delivered alternating current at variable pulse frequency (up to
4,000Hz) with 2mA to 8mA intensity; the device was portable
and battery-operated, and electrodes were placed on the eyelids
and mastoids.

Three years after the release of the Electrosone, the
United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) began
regulating medical devices. In 1978, the Neurotone 101 became
the first FDA-approved CES device, delivering up to 1.5mA
intensity at 50–100Hz (Guleyupoglu et al., 2013) via electrodes
placed on the supraorbital ridge and mastoid. The device
was marketed for the treatment of anxiety, depression, and
insomnia. In the years that followed, several CES devices were
developed and marketed in the United States, including the
Pain Suppressor, Transcranial Electrostimulator, Electrodorm,
Fisher Wallace Cranial Electrical Stimulator, and the Alpha-Stim
(Shekelle et al., 2018a).

The United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
classifies medical devices into three Classes: Class I, II, and
III, each with their own regulatory controls (Peña et al.,
2007). The level of regulatory control increases across the
three Classes, with Class I requiring general controls, Class II
requiring special controls, and Class III requiring premarket
approval. Class I products are generally low risk and not
intended for supporting or sustaining life or preventing health-
related impairment; examples include bandages, electronic
toothbrushes, and stethoscopes. Class II products are generally
moderate risk and have sustained contact with a patient,
and general controls are not sufficient for ensuring device
safety or efficacy; examples include syringes, contact lenses,
and absorbable sutures. Class III products are generally high-
risk and have unproven safety or efficacy, and have sustained
and potentially life-supporting contact with a patient; examples
include pacemakers, defibrillators, and medical implants. From
the 1980’s through early 2000’s, many of the original CES devices
were regulated as Class III devices by the United States Food and
Drug Administration (FDA).

More recently, the FDA issued a final order (Docket No. FDA-
2014-N-1209) to classify CES devices marketed to treat anxiety or
insomnia as Class II (special controls) medical devices. A Class
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II designation is given by the FDA for devices for which general
controls are insufficient to provide reasonable assurance of the
safety and effectiveness of the device (21CFR860.3). In contrast,
CES devicesmarketed to treat depression are classified as Class III
medical devices, requiring additional regulatory oversight due to
potential unreasonable risk of illness or injury (21CFR860.3). As
part of the FDA regulation of CES devices, only licensed medical
practitioners can order patient use of a CES device.

Despite this regulation, about a dozen devices are currently
available for consumer purchase in the United States, varying in
price from ∼$300–5000USD. Technically, all available devices
can only be ordered by licensed medical practitioners, or by
patients who complete a low-cost telemedicine visit. Note that
our research group has been able to readily procure CES devices
for research purposes, specifically the Alpha-Stim M, by stating
our research purpose and without demonstrating licensure.
Below are some examples of currently marketed CES devices:

1. Alpha-StimM (Electromedical Products International, Inc.)

a. Output: Bipolar asymmetric rectangular wave at 0.5, 1.5,
and 100Hz, up to 600 µA.

b. Electrodes: Ear clips.
c. URL: https://www.alpha-stim.com/product/alpha-stim-

m-microcurrent-cranial-electrotherapy-stimulator/.

2. Alpha-Stim 100 (Electromedical Products
International, Inc.)

a. Output: Bipolar asymmetric rectangular wave at 0.5, 1.5,
and 100Hz, up to 600 µA.

b. Electrodes: Ear clips.
c. URL: http://alphachoices.com/as100.html.

3. Fisher Wallace Stimulator (Fisher Wallace
Laboratories, Inc.)

a. Output: Symmetrical biphasic square wave at 15, 500, and
15k Hz, up to 4 mA.

b. Electrodes: Sponge electrodes, mounted on temples.
c. URL: https://www.fisherwallace.com/.

4. CES Ultra (Neuro-Fitness, LLC)

a. Output: Modified square wave at 100Hz, up to 1.5 mA.
b. Electrodes: Woven electrodes with conductive gel,

mounted on temples.
c. URL: https://www.cesultra.com/.

5. Caputron MindGear (Caputron Medical Products, LLC)

a. Output: Symmetrical biphasic square wave at 0.5Hz, up to
1.5 mA.

b. Electrodes: Ear clips or self-adhesive electrodes for temples.
c. URL: https://caputron.com/collections/mindgear.

6. Neurocare NeuroMICRO (Neurocare, Inc.)

a. Output: Modified square DC biphasic pulses at 0.3, 8, and
80Hz, at 12V.

b. Electrodes: Carbon electrodes with conductive gel,
mounted on temples.

c. URL: http://neurocare.com/neuromicro-cranial-
electrotherapy-stimulation/.

CLINICAL APPLICATIONS OF CES

CES has predominantly been used for the relief of symptoms
accompanying three clinical disorders: insomnia, anxiety, and
depression. While hundreds of studies have been published
examining the effects of CES on insomnia, depression, and
anxiety, most are inadequately designed and show a high risk
of bias according to the Cochrane criteria (Higgins et al., 2011).
To mitigate these biases, in our review we primarily consider
placebo-controlled randomized clinical trials with objective
measures, similarly to what was done in recent reviews by the
Department of Veterans Affairs (Shekelle et al., 2018a,b).

CES for Clinical Insomnia
The four sham-controlled randomized clinical trials using CES
to treat insomnia reveal inconsistent results. One study involving
57 active-duty servicemember participants showed no significant
change in hours of sleep time following a 5-day (60-min/day)
CES treatment (100 µA, 0.5Hz) relative to sham (Lande and
Gragnani, 2013). This study used the Alpha-Stim SCS device
with two electrodes attached to bilateral earlobes, and the sham
condition involved an inactive device. No comparative (active
vs. sham) assessment of cutaneous perception was reported.
The authors suggested the CES treatment may not have been
sufficient intensity (i.e., in microamps or duration) to induce
reliable effects on sleep, though to our knowledge no follow-up
study was conducted.

A second study involving 10 participants showed
significant reduction of sleep latencies measured with
electroencephalography (EEG) (Weiss, 1973). In this study,
CES treatment involved a 24-day (15-min/day) CES treatment
(500 µA, 100Hz), delivered using the Electrodorm 1 device
with an array of electrodes placed above the eyes and on the
nape of the neck. The sham condition involved an initial
stimulation and habituation phase, and then disabling the device.
A report of cutaneous sensation was gathered to ensure that each
participant felt a “tingling” sensation during the habituation
phase, and post-treatment reports of persistent sensations
(tingling, prickling, burning) were similar between the active and
sham groups. Another study involving 19 psychiatric patients
showed significant reduction of global insomnia ratings with
a 14-day CES treatment vs. sham, using the Electrosone-50
device with electrodes placed over the orbital and mastoid areas
(30-min/day; 100–250 µA, 50–100Hz) (Feighner et al., 1973).
Like the procedure used by Weiss (1973), the sham condition
involved an initial stimulation phase followed by disabling the
device; no comparative assessment (active vs. sham) of vestibular
or cutaneous sensation was reported. Note that insomnia ratings
only improved at the 15-day timepoint (not at days 1 or 26, and
also not at 1-month follow-up).

A fourth double-blind randomized placebo-controlled study
involving 40 females without sleep disorders showed no
significant effect of CES (n = 25) vs. sham (n = 15) using
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the Alpha-Stim 100 device with bilateral earlobe electrodes
(60-min; 100 µA, 0.5Hz) on any measures of sleep latency
or quality (Wagenseil et al., 2018). In this study, the sham
condition involved an inactive device, and no measures of
vestibular or cutaneous sensation were reported. While there
were no significant effects of CES on sleep latency or quality,
there was some limited evidence for an effect in the EEG α

band as measured using polysomnography. Specifically, there
was a significant decline of low-frequency (8–10Hz) α band peak
frequency, though this pattern only arose at two EEG electrode
sites and was not found in the high-frequency (10–11Hz) α band.
There was no alteration of α band power across any frequency
range, and the authors suggested that the EEG peak frequency
results warranted replication given their apparent specificity.

CES for Clinical Depression
A review of CES applications for depression revealed a severe
lack of rigorous randomized placebo-controlled clinical trials,
and a tendency to use non-standard instruments for diagnosing
and monitoring depression symptoms (Kavirajan et al., 2014).
In fact, of the 270 published reports on CES effects on
depression, none of them reached the Cochrane quality criteria
(Higgins et al., 2011). This was largely due to a failure to
use standardized diagnostic criteria (e.g., the Beck Depression
Inventory; BDI), lack of sufficient participant blinding (e.g., no
cutaneous perception in sham group), high rates of comorbidity
(e.g., fibromyalgia, anxiety, dementia, substance abuse, head
injury), or consideration of only institutionalized patients with
severe refractory depression (Kavirajan et al., 2014).

Two relatively high-quality publications are worth
mentioning. In the first study, a group of 16 participants
with depression received either sham or active CES using the
Fisher Wallace Cranial Stimulator device with two electrodes
placed over bilateral temples (2mA, 5–15,000Hz) for 10 days
(20-min/day), in a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled
design (McClure et al., 2015). The sham group received active
stimulation until the participant reported a tingling sensation
on the scalp, and then the device was disabled for the remainder
of the session; no details were reported regarding potential
differences in vestibular or cutaneous sensations between the
control and sham groups. Results showed significant reductions
in depressive symptoms for the active but not sham CES group at
the end of week 2, measured using the BDI. These results should
be interpreted with caution, however, given the relatively small
sample size (active n= 7, sham n= 9).

In the second study with a larger sample size, a group of
30 participants with depression received either sham or active
CES using the Fisher Wallace Cranial Stimulator (FW-100; 1–
4mA, 15–15,000Hz) for 15 days (20-min/day), in a randomized,
double-blind, placebo-controlled design (Mischoulon et al.,
2015). According to the authors, this device was used with
two bilateral electrodes placed over bilateral regions of the
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC); however, as seen in Figure
2 of their report, it appears the electrodes were placed inferior to
the bilateral temples. This is an important distinction because a
CES device with electrodes places over the dlPFC would more
accurately constitute transcranial alternating current stimulation

(tACS) rather than CES. Sham devices were inactive, and there
was no reporting of possible vestibular or cutaneous sensation
differences between conditions. Results showed no significant
differences in depressive symptoms for the active vs. sham CES
groups at the end of week 3, measured using the Hamilton Rating
Scale for depression (HAM-D-17).

CES for Clinical Anxiety
The effects of CES on anxiety are marginally more reliable
than effects on depression. To date, five randomized, double-
blind, placebo-controlled studies have been conducted, generally
showing support for CES in reducing symptoms of anxiety
(Shekelle et al., 2018a). These studies suffer the limitation of
clinical disorder comorbidity, with most participants diagnosed
with not only anxiety (i.e., generalized anxiety disorder) but
also depression, post-traumatic stress disorder, and/or insomnia.
Additional limitations include the use of antiquated devices (e.g.,
Neurotone 101 or Electrosone-50) that are no longer available
for investigation, inconsistent electrode placement (head, ears,
face), lack of standardized instruments for measuring anxiety,
and very small sample sizes. A recent open consecutive cohort
study demonstrated improvement in anxiety and depression
symptoms of generalized anxiety order following 12 and 24 weeks
of CES treatment with the Alpha-Stim AID device with bilateral
earlobe electrodes (100 µA, 0.5Hz); however, the study was
not randomized or placebo-controlled, and the research group
was funded by the manufacturer of the Alpha-Stim AIM device
(Morriss et al., 2019; Morriss and Price, 2020).

One relatively large and well-conducted study shows
compelling results for CES effectiveness in anxiety disorders
(Barclay and Barclay, 2014). In this study, a group of 115
participants with a diagnosed anxiety disorder received either
sham or active (100 µA, 0.5Hz) CES for 5 weeks (60-min/day)
using the Alpha-Stim 100 device with bilateral earlobe electrodes.
The sham condition used inactive devices provided by the
manufacturer, and no assessment of vestibular or cutaneous
sensation was reported. By week 5, results demonstrated an
∼32% reduction in anxiety symptoms measured using the
Hamilton Rating Scale for anxiety (HAM-A-17). No long-term
follow-up was reported.

CES for Clinical Applications: Conclusions
In conclusion, about half of the relatively high-quality studies
examining CES for insomnia treatment showed improvement in
symptoms; these included improvement in latency to sleep onset,
sleep quality, and sleep duration. It is important to note that
while some studies showed no effects of CES, we did not find any
studies suggesting a worsening of insomnia symptoms (Aseem
and Hussain, 2019).

The lack of compelling evidence for CES effectiveness for
mitigating depression symptoms likely underlies the FDA’s
decision to classify CES devices as Class III when marketed for
the treatment of depression, given that the benefits do not clearly
outweigh potential risks of adverse effects. The FDA therefore
applies relatively stringent regulatory oversight for CES use in
depression, in comparison to when marketed for treatment of
insomnia or anxiety.
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With clinical anxiety, we only identified one compelling study
demonstrating beneficial effects of CES on the severity of anxiety
symptoms, with most other studies showing methodological
shortcomings and/or a high risk of bias. Again, while some
studies showed no effects of CES on anxiety, we did not find any
studies suggesting a worsening of symptoms with CES treatment.

Across all three categories of clinical application, we found
very few rigorously designed experiments, with a pervasive lack
of control for confounding variables (e.g., comorbidity, blinding,
randomization, crossover). For example, most of the studies used
an inactive sham control and did not assess possible vestibular or
cutaneous sensation differences between active and sham groups
that could be confounding results (Barclay and Barclay, 2014;
McClure et al., 2015; Mischoulon et al., 2015; Wagenseil et al.,
2018).

Even when well-controlled, experiments are generally
inconclusive, showing inconsistently robust or reliable effects of
CES on symptoms of insomnia, depression, or anxiety. There
is also high methodological heterogeneity and lack of details,
making it difficult to discern whether a study should be regarded
as CES or tACS, per se. In our experience, CES is intended
to provide relatively diffuse alternating current to the central
and peripheral nervous systems by way of bilateral electrodes
attached to the earlobes, temples, or orbital regions. In contrast,
tACS uses electrode positions intended to target cortical regions
more selectively, such as the prefrontal cortex or parietal lobe. As
noted by other authors, there is generally a lack of compelling or
consistent evidence for the effects of CES on clinical outcomes
(Zaghi et al., 2010).

CES FOR NON-CLINICAL APPLICATIONS

With insomnia, depression, and anxiety, studies examining CES
effects are conducted with clinical samples, many of whom were
hospitalized, medicated, and/or show clinical comorbidities at
the time of recruitment. This contrasts the potential application
of CES technologies in healthy, non-clinical samples. Studies
examining CES effects on healthy, neurotypical participants are
relatively limited in number.

CES for Acute Stress Mitigation
Three studies were identified examining CES effects on non-
clinical state anxiety and stress. The first study involved 33
healthy participants undergoing routine dental procedures,
randomly assigned to receive either active (0.5Hz, 200 µA)
or sham CES using the Alpha-Stim 100 with bilateral earlobe
electrodes (Winick, 1999). In a double-blind design, participants
received active or sham CES during a dental procedure, and
reported symptoms of anxiety using a visual analog scale (VAS).
The sham condition used an inactive device, and no assessments
of vestibular or cutaneous sensation were reported between
the active and sham groups. Results demonstrated that active
CES produced significantly lower anxiety ratings post-treatment
(but not during the treatment) relative to sham. The authors
note, however, that there was an unequal distribution of dental
procedure severity (e.g., routine cleaning vs. root canal) across
treatment groups, potentially influencing the results.

A second study similarly examined CES in a dental setting,
randomly assigning 40 participants to one of three multi-
day interventions: relaxation therapy alone, CES alone (0.5Hz,
100–600 µA) using the Alpha-Stim 100 device with bilateral
earlobe electrodes, or the combination of the two (Koleoso
et al., 2013). A fourth group served as a no-contact control,
without any intervention, and no measures of vestibular or
cutaneous sensation were collected in any group. Results showed
that all three interventions reduced self-reported dental anxiety
relative to control, but the three interventions did not differ
from each another. In other words, CES did not provide any
additional advantage for anxiety reduction relative to a relaxation
therapy intervention. Note that participants were not blinded to
treatment condition.

Another study examined CES for preoperative anxiety in 50
healthy women, prior to undergoing surgery for thyroidectomy.
CES was administered using the Alpha-Stim 100 device with
bilateral earlobe electrodes, using active (0.5Hz, 100 µA) or
sham stimulation immediately prior to surgery, in a single-blind,
randomized, placebo-controlled design (Lee et al., 2013). The
sham condition involved an inactive device, and no assessments
of vestibular or cutaneous sensation differences across groups
were reported. Results showed reduced anxiety and pain ratings
in the CES vs. control groups, extending for at least 4 h
post-surgery. Blood sampling showed no significant change
in adrenocorticotrophic hormone (ACTH), cortisol, or glucose
levels immediately prior to surgery; however, diurnal changes in
cortisol, individual variability, and/or a low stress response to
thyroidectomymay have interfered with the ability to identify any
such effects.

CES for Acute Sleep Quality Modification
A recent study examined the effects of CES on the sleep quality of
40 healthy women, in a randomized, sham-controlled (inactive
device), double-blind study (Wagenseil et al., 2018). Using the
Alpha-Stim 100 device with bilateral earlobe electrodes, active
CES (0.5Hz, 100 µA, for 60-min) was compared to a placebo
control (device attached, but not active). Measures included
polysomnography (PSG) and electroencephalography (EEG).
PSG measures of sleep quality revealed no significant influence
of CES. CES did induce a frequency-lowering effect in the alpha
band of the EEG signal, similarly to what we will describe in the
CES Effects on Electrical Brain Activity section.

CES for Acute Human Performance
Modification
In the only study examining cognitive performance outcomes
of CES treatment in a healthy sample, 52 participants were
randomly assigned to an active CES (15–500Hz, intensity not
disclosed, for 20-min) or sham (device attached, but not active)
group in a double-blind design (Southworth, 1999). Stimulation
was administered using the LISS Body Stimulator Bipolar Model,
with bilateral electrodes placed below the temples. Participants
completed a continuous performance test (CPT) at baseline,
and then again following 20-min of active or sham stimulation.
Results demonstrated improved attention (higher accuracy, faster
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response times) on the CPT following active vs. sham CES. No
assessments of vestibular or cutaneous sensation were reported.

We found only one English-language study examining
physical performance outcomes of CES treatment, involving 10
male weightlifters administered active CES (0.5Hz, 10–500 µA,
for 15-min) using the Alpha-Stim SCS device with bilateral
earlobe electrodes (Cupriks et al., 2016). Before and after CES
administration, muscle force output was measured during clean
and press barbell lift repetitions (without the overhead phase).
The authors reported that CES increased average and maximal
force output. It is important to note, however, that this study was
not placebo-controlled, randomized, or blinded in any manner.
Furthermore, it is a very small sample size with specialized
weightlifting skills.

CES for Non-clinical Applications:
Conclusions
In contrast to clinical applications, relatively few studies have
examined CES effects on healthy, neurotypical participants.
Among these, studies have emphasized CES effects on state
anxiety responses, sleep quality, as well as cognitive and motor
performance. In the three studies examining CES effects on
anxiety, there was consistent support for CES reducing subjective
feelings of anxiety, though this was not accompanied by expected
endocrine response modulation. The fact that physiological
indices of stress response were unchanged suggests that at least
a portion of emotional responses seen with CES may be due to
participant expectations and lack of effective blinding. In fact, all
the identified studies used a sham procedure with a completely
inactive device, increasing the risk that vestibular or cutaneous
sensation differences between active and sham groups could
be partially driving group differences. While authors tend to
report verbal claims of subthreshold stimulation made by device
manufacturers (Winick, 1999; Wagenseil et al., 2018), we found
no quantitative evidence to support such a claim.

In the human performance domain, CES produced faster
and more accurate performance on the CPT, and some
cursory evidence for increased motor force output during a
weightlifting task. The latter study is severely limited by its
design, however, and results should be considered with caution.
The effect of CES on CPT outcomes (Southworth, 1999) deserves
continuing attention and replication. Any effects of CES on
CPT must be disentangled from potential non-specific effects
of neurostimulation; specifically, neuromodulatory techniques
can cause intersensory facilitation, and arousal due solely to the
sensory experiences of active stimulation (Campana et al., 2002;
Dräger et al., 2004).

CES SIDE EFFECTS AND ADVERSE
EVENTS

The most frequently reported side effects of CES administration
are vertigo, skin irritation, and headaches (Kirsch and Nichols,
2013), which are estimated to occur about 1% of the time (Kirsch
et al., 2014). In user manuals and reports published by device
manufacturers, the guidance is to reduce stimulation intensity to

mitigate any reported side effects; of course, in a research setting
this strategy is undesirable due to differences in stimulation
intensity across sessions or participants.

In studies not funded or published by authors associated with
a CES device manufacturer, frequency of side effects is mixed.
In one study using the Alpha-Stim SCS device with bilateral
earlobe electrodes (0.5Hz, 10–500 µA, 60-min), 25% (3/12)
participants self-withdrew due to discomfort with side effects of
dizziness or headache (Bystritsky et al., 2008). In another study
using the Fisher Wallace Cranial Stimulator using a ramp-up
sham procedure, side effect rates were generally high in both the
active and sham conditions (e.g., 44% of participants reported
headache) (McClure et al., 2015). Finally, another study using
the Fisher Wallace Cranial Stimulator found high rates of poor
concentration (59%) and malaise (29%) with active CES, both
significantly greater than seen in the sham group (Mischoulon
et al., 2015).

An early FDA-commissioned review of the safety of CES by
the National Research Council (1974) stated, “significant side
effects or complications attributable” to the application of electric
current of∼1mA or less for “therapeutic effect to the head” (i.e.,
cranial electrotherapy stimulation) were “virtually non-existent”
(p. 42).

To examine more recent adverse events reported to the
FDA by device users, we searched the FDA Manufacturer
and User Facility Device Experience (MAUDE) database for
records between 1990 and 2020 for the CES devices listed
in the section titled A Brief History of CES. Three adverse
reactions were reported during or following the use of an
Alpha-Stim CES device, one in 2012 for burns experienced
on earlobes, one in 2013 for onset of severe tinnitus, and
one in 2019 for severe gastrointestinal distress and insomnia.
Furthermore, seven adverse reactions were reported during or
following the use of a Fisher Wallace CES device, including
for disorientation, vestibular problems (balance, coordination,
dizziness, vertigo), headaches, tinnitus, anxiety, depression,
fatigue, brain hemorrhage, and death.

It is challenging to effectively dissociate side effects related
to CES vs. comorbid health disorders, especially outside of the
context of a controlled experiment. Given that some reported
side effects may overlap with the symptoms of the disorder
being treated, any worsening of symptoms should be taken
seriously. For example, CES has been explored for the treatment
of migraine and tension-related headaches while experimental
reports of headache-related side effects of CES are also generally
high (Solomon et al., 1989; Bystritsky et al., 2008; McClure et al.,
2015).

MECHANISTIC EXPLANATIONS OF CES
EFFECTS

Like other transcranial electrical stimulation (tES)
methodologies, such as transcranial direct and alternating
current stimulation (tDCS/tACS), the mechanisms underlying
CES effects on brain and behavior remain elusive. This is for
four primary reasons: a lack of well-controlled studies, equivocal
experimental results, lack of methodological standardization,
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FIGURE 1 | Past and present mechanistic explanations for CES effects on brain and behavior, including at the levels of the central and peripheral nervous system,

neurotransmitters and hormones, and behavioral and mood effects.

and frequent mischaracterization of study results (Edelmuth
et al., 2010). Figure 1 demonstrates the heterogeneity of past
and current mechanistic explanations for CES effects on the
central and peripheral nervous system, neurotransmitters and
hormones, and behavior and mood. Current computational
modeling efforts and experimentation do suggest a mild effect
of CES on brain activity (electrical, blood flow oxygenation) and
potentially neurotransmitter and hormonal responses.

Modeling CES Effects on the Central
Nervous System
Computer-based modeling provides the opportunity to assess
three critical questions regarding CES: does electrical current
administered via CES reach cortical and/or subcortical brain
regions, where are the effects of current propagation most and
least pronounced, and how do morphological differences affect
current flow across individuals? A few published papers explore
these questions through computational modeling approaches.

The first model of CES current propagation predicted current
density across four concentric anatomical spheres capturing the
scalp, skull, cerebrospinal fluid, and cortical tissue (Ferdjallah
et al., 1996). The authors were interested in whether applied
electrical current might be dissipated over the surface of the scalp

during stimulation, rendering little if any effect on underlying
cortical tissue. The authors found that the maximum current
density to reach relatively deep brain structures (e.g., thalamus)
with a 1mA intensity is ∼5 µA/cm2 (15 V/m). This reported
V/m value is exceedingly high and likely inaccurate, pointing
to the need for more modern modeling tools. However, this
model did provide the first evidence that at least a portion of
electrical current administered via CES reaches cortical (and
perhaps subcortical) brain regions. It did not, however, provide
insights into the relative spatial distribution of current over
various anatomical structures, or how morphological variation
might impact current flow.

A second more realistic and comprehensive model of CES
current propagation used a high-resolution head model (derived
from magnetic resonance imaging; MRI) that predicts not only
current density across cortical and subcortical targets, but also the
effects of anatomical variation in gyri/sulci (Datta et al., 2013).
The models considered 1.0mA DC administration (at 150Hz)
with five different electrode montages, including conventional
ear clips, and detailed current propagation across the scalp, skull,
cerebrospinal fluid, eyes, muscle, gray and white matter, and
air. With ear clips, peak current density ∼0.10 V/m, with the
strongest effects at the temporal regions and medulla oblongata,
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with diffuse effects across the midbrain, thalamus, pons, insula,
and hypothalamus. An ear-hook montage induced the highest
peak current intensity, at 0.47 V/m, with a relatively superior
current flow through the cortex. Interestingly, with all electrodes,
the current intensities reaching subcortical regions were similar
to those reaching cortical regions, suggesting that CES may
induce behavioral effects suggesting subcortical modulation (e.g.,
fatigue, attention, anxiety, sleep, appetite).

Thus, computational modeling of CES current propagation
through tissue demonstrates that CES does effectively penetrate
the scalp and skull, reaching both cortical and subcortical brain
regions. The intensity of current at cortical and subcortical
appear to be rather weak, though the two published models gave
very mixed predictions (15 V/m vs. 0.47 V/m). Most CES current
intensities predicted by computational modeling approaches
are up to 1,000-times lower than the intensities induced
with transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) (Bijsterbosch
et al., 2012), predicting only subthreshold, if any, modulation
of neuronal populations with CES. Furthermore, the second
modeling effort may have limited applicability to CES given its
emphasis on DC rather than AC stimulation.

CES Effects on Electrical Brain Activity
Several studies have examined the effects of CES on
electroencephalography (EEG) signals, using power spectral
density analyses. EEG power spectral density refers to the
frequency content of brain signals collected at the surface of
the scalp. Frequency content of EEG signals is typically divided
into at least four functionally distinct bands: Beta (12–40Hz),
Alpha (8–12Hz), Theta (4–8Hz), and Delta (1–4Hz). The most
common way to analyze activity in each frequency band is to
calculate average band power, which aggregates the contribution
of each frequency band to the overall power of the EEG signal
(Tatum, 2014).

Power levels within each frequency band have been
associated with physiological, cognitive, and affective processes
(Niedermeyer and da Silva, 2005). Beta activity has been
associated with motor planning, cognitive task engagement,
alertness, anxiety, and rumination (Oken and Salinsky, 1992;
Jacobs et al., 1996; Isotani et al., 2001). Alpha activity has been
associated with idle motor behavior, eye closure, and relaxation
(Niedermeyer, 1997; Feshchenko et al., 2001). Theta activity is
relatively diminished in adulthood, showing most prominently
in sleep-related phenomena such as near-sleep (hypnagogic
state), rapid eye movement (REM) sleep, and sleep deprivation
(Schacter, 1977). It has also been associated with attention, task
engagement, memory, and cognitive performance (Klimesch,
1999). Delta activity has been associated with attention to internal
thought processes, slow-wave sleep, homeostasis, motivation,
salience detection, and subliminal perception (Harmony et al.,
1996; Knyazev, 2012).

Given the associations between power in specific frequency
bands and affective and cognitive functions, one might expect
CES to decrease beta power, increase alpha power, and
possibly decrease theta and/or delta power. Studies have found
inconsistent support for these hypotheses. One study using the
Alpha-Stim 100 device (0.5 or 100Hz; 10–100µA, 20-min) found

no significant change in alpha band power with CES vs. sham, but
a small shift to lower alpha frequencies overall during stimulation
(Schroeder and Barr, 2001). In this study, the sham condition
used an inactive device following a brief sensation thresholding
procedure. However, this study used only a single EEG electrode
for recording, examined only 12 male participants, and did not
measure EEG after cessation of stimulation (introducing the
possibility that some measured EEG effects were artifactual from
CES administration). Another study described earlier in this
report found a similar frequency shift in alpha band power with
CES (Wagenseil et al., 2018). This latter study improved upon the
earlier design, with 23-channel EEG (vs. 1-channel) recording, a
larger sample size (40 vs. 12), and only measured EEG during a
period in which the CES device was turned off.

A more recent study recorded EEG before and after CES
administered with the Endomed 482 using bilateral earlobe
electrodes at 0.5 or 100Hz, with the sham group using an inactive
device (no vestibular or cutaneous sensations were reported for
either group). The authors found increased high frequency (11–
13Hz) parietal alpha band activity with 0.5Hz stimulation, and
increased low and mid-frequency temporal beta band activity
with 100Hz stimulation (Lee et al., 2019). The authors suggest
these results show evidence for CES increasing “clear state of
mind,” attention, and concentration. However, the study used
a relatively low-density EEG montage (6 electrodes), did not
reveal statistical outcomes for critical comparisons, and was
not double-blinded.

Another study often cited by CES manufacturers in
marketing materials was sourced to a student presentation
at the International Society for Neuronal Regulation (Black
et al., 2004). This pilot study was not randomized, placebo-
controlled, or blinded, but the authors reported increased alpha
band power following a single 20-min CES session (0.5Hz,
unknown intensity).

CES Effects on Brain Hemodynamics
Two neuroimaging methods have been used to assess CES effects
on brain hemodynamics, including magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) and Xenon-enhanced computed tomography (XeCT).
The blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) signal is a primary
measure of brain hemodynamics when usingMRI, and is thought
to index the extent to which blood is carrying oxygen to supply
relatively active neurons (Raichle, 1998). In typical experiments,
the BOLD signal is compared between multiple task conditions;
for example, a cognitive task involving spatial orienting vs.
inhibitory control. By comparing the spatial distribution of
BOLD responses across the brain during performance of each
task, researchers can derive insights into the brain regions that
may underlie performance of one task vs. another.

In addition to the task-dependent BOLD response, MRI also
provides measures of resting state activity across functionally
connected regions of the brain. These networks of functional
connectivity include the default mode network (DMN),
sensorimotor network, frontoparietal network, and executive
control network (Moussa et al., 2012). Activity in these
and other networks has been used for a variety of clinical
and neuropsychological purposes, including identifying and
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characterizing disease presence and prognosis (Greicius et al.,
2004; Fox and Greicius, 2010), predicting cognitive task
aptitudes (Hampson et al., 2006), and understanding the
influence of clinical therapies on brain functional connectivity
(Flodin et al., 2015; King et al., 2016).

Only one study has used MRI to evaluate effects of CES
on brain hemodynamics. Eleven healthy participants were
administered CES (0.5 and 100Hz) for brief alternating periods
of active and inactive stimulation (22-s each) using the Alpha-
Stim 100 device with bilateral earlobe electrodes (Feusner et al.,
2012). No control condition was used, though the authors did
try to ensure that stimulation was subthreshold for cutaneous
sensation in both the 0.5 and 100Hz conditions. Measures of
BOLD response demonstrated broad regional brain deactivation
in both 0.5 and 100Hz conditions, except for the thalamus.
Measures of resting state network activity demonstrated that the
100Hz condition was associated with alterations of DMN activity
(both increased and decreased functional connectivity across
nodes of the DMN), but not sensorimotor or frontoparietal
networks. The authors proposed that the therapeutic effects
of CES may be derived from a downregulation of internal
thought related to worry or rumination, perhaps by shifting
attention to external stimuli (Hamilton et al., 2011); however, it is
important to note that CES did not produce any changes on the
state-trait anxiety inventory (STAI). Methodological limitations
include a small sample size, lack of a control condition, and
no double-blinding.

Xenon-enhanced computed tomography (XeCT) uses CT
scanning coupled with xenon gas inhalation by participants.
The XeCT system measures the presence of the gas as it is
carried by the blood and variably diffused into brain tissue,
resulting in a quantitative measure of cerebral blood flow (CBF)
(Zink, 2001). Only one study has used XeCT to evaluate CBF
changes as a function of CES administration (Gense de Beaufort
et al., 2012), using the Anesthelec device with three electrodes
(one at center of forehead, two behind bilateral mastoids)
and an inactive sham condition. In this study, the authors
were interested in whether CES would modulate CBF in the
brainstem and thalamus, given their role in pain and anxiety
control, and links to the opioid system. A total of 36 healthy
participants were randomly assigned to an active or sham CES
group, and received a single 120-min stimulation following a
baseline XeCT measurement. The device stimulated using a
complex monophasic current at 100Hz with reported peak-
to-peak intensity of 280mA, and XeCT was measured before
and after CES administration. Results demonstrated no global
change in CBF, but a pronounced decrease in CBF locally in the
brainstem and thalamus, suggesting a role for CES impacts on
these brain regions in modulating pain response and anxiety.
No assessments of vestibular or cutaneous sensation differences
were reported.

CES Effects on Neurotransmitters and
Hormones
Given the putative effects of CES on brain function, some
studies have examined whether CES modulates salivary,

urinary, cerebrospinal fluid, or blood levels of stress hormones
(cortisol, alpha amylase, catecholamines, adrenocorticotropic
hormone/ACTH), markers of inflammation and immune
response (C-reactive protein, interleukin), and proteins
reflecting the growth and survival of neurons (brain-derived
neurotrophic factor/BDNF, nerve growth factor/NGF).

Some review articles claim evidence from animal models
suggesting that CES can increase dopamine release in the basal
ganglia in canines (Pozos et al., 1971), increase parasympathetic
nervous system activation (Toriyama, 1975), or elevate β-
endorphine levels in rat cerebrospinal fluid (Pert et al., 1981).
However, these articles either describe a technique other
than CES (e.g., electroacupuncture), or were not accessible
for verification.

In humans, we found a total of five studies examining the
effects of CES on neurotransmitter and/or hormone levels. In the
first, 20 patients with alcoholism and affective disorders received
either active (70–80Hz, 4–7mA) or control (≤ 1mA constant
current) stimulation for 4 weeks using an undisclosed device with
three electrodes (one at center of forehead, two behind bilateral
mastoids), in a double-blind placebo-controlled study (Krupitsky
et al., 1991). No assessments of vestibular or cutaneous sensations
were reported. In comparing the groups post-treatment, the
authors found increased blood levels of monoamine oxidase-B
(MAO-B) and gamma aminobutyric acid (GABA), but no change
in levels of serotonin, dopamine, or β-endorphins.

In a second study, 52 cancer patients received active (0.5Hz,
0.1mA) stimulation using the Alpha-Stim M device for 4
weeks (with bilateral earlobe electrodes, used for 60-min/day)
(Yennurajalingam et al., 2018). There was no control condition,
and no assessments of vestibular or cutaneous sensation were
reported. When comparing baseline vs. after 4-weeks of CES, no
differences were found in salivary measures of alpha amylase,
cortisol, C-reactive protein, interleukin-1, or interleukin-6.
These results suggest that CES treatment, at least with these
methodological parameters, does not reliably modulate stress
hormones or markers of inflammation and immune response.

In a third study, 36 obese females were randomly assigned to
one of three groups: aerobic exercise only, aerobic exercise and
CES, or control (Cho et al., 2016). Active CES was administered
with the Alpha-Stim 100 device with bilateral earlobe electrodes
for 20-min at 100 µA intensity and 0.5Hz; the control group
was no-contact without any sham procedure, and no measures
of vestibular or cutaneous sensation were reported. While serum
BDNF and NGF increased after all interventions, they did not
differ between the exercise only vs. exercise and CES groups.
Similar results were found with cortisol and ACTH, with no
significant differences between those two groups.

In a fourth study, 15 participants (note: including the authors
and colleagues) received active or sham CES for 20-min with
one of two waveforms (1mA at 15Hz bipolar or monopolar)
delivered by the LISS Cranial Stimulator with electrodes placed
“transcranially” at undisclosed locations (Liss and Liss, 1996).
The sham condition involved an inactive device, and no
measures of vestibular or cutaneous sensation were reported.
The authors found evidence that CES treatment increased
ACTH, β-endorphine, and serotonin levels, and decreased
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cortisol levels. It is important to note that in addition to the
experimenters testing themselves, additional competing interest
and methodological limitations were present, including the
authors’ proprietorship of a CES manufacturer, and the lack of
blinding or random assignment.

Finally, a more recent and better controlled study examined
50 healthy women randomly assigned to active CES (0.5Hz,
100 µA, 20-min/day for 8 weeks) or sham (device attached, but
inactive) using the Alpha-Stim 100 device with bilateral earlobe
electrodes, in an open label design (Roh and So, 2017). Blood
samples were collected to assess cortisol, ACTH, BDNF, and
NGF, and the profile of mood states (POMS) was administered to
measure subjective anxiety. The authors found evidence that CES
reduced anxiety ratings on the POMS, but did not significantly
alter any blood levels of neurotrophic factors or hormones. These
results were similar to those found by Lee et al. (2013), as
discussed previously.

Note also that some other articles frequently cited in reviews
as support for CES effects on neurotransmitters or hormones
were limited in various ways; for example, using transcutaneous
electrical stimulation of the legs or arms rather than cranial
stimulation (Salar et al., 1981), or using a sham CES procedure
that is active and a higher intensity than active CES used in other
published papers (Gabis et al., 2003).

Overall, only one study suggested CES effects on
neurotransmitter activity (Liss and Liss, 1996), but it suffers from
high risk of bias and conflict of interest.

CES Effects on Parasympathetic Nervous
System Activity
One model of CES action on the brain and behavior (Gilula,
2007) suggests very broad and diverse neuromodulatory effects
across the limbic system, reticular-activating system, and
thalamus and hypothalamus. This network of modulation
predicts changes in sensory processing, regulation of mood
states, altered arousal states, and even analgesia, perhaps through
activation of the parasympathetic division of the autonomic
nervous system.

Such diverse neuromodulatory effects may arise from
stimulating afferent projections of peripheral nerves such
as the trigeminal nerve, vagus nerve, facial nerve, and/or
auditory nerve. Indeed, one proposed effect of CES is increased
parasympathetic nervous system activation due to stimulation of
the vagus nerve, with or without any cortical modulation (Zaghi
et al., 2010; Howland, 2014; Asamoah et al., 2019). While this is a
compelling possibility, there is no direct evidence for CES effects
on relative parasympathetic/sympathetic activity.

METHODOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS OF CES
RESEARCH

Through our review, we have identified several limitations to
the extant literature examining CES effects on clinical and non-
clinical participants. An overview of these limitations is below.

Potential Conflicts of Interest
Conflicts of interest (COI) occur when professional judgments
or actions regarding a primary interest (e.g., sound research)
are influenced by a secondary interest (e.g., financial gain) (Lo
and Field, 2009). For example, a primary interest to conduct
research in a sound, methodical, and honest manner may be
unduly influenced by a secondary interest of financial gain,
promotion, or recognition. Conflicts of interest can arise when an
investigator is also a patient’s physician, and/or when they stand
to benefit from the success of an investigated drug or therapy.

There is a long history of potential COI in CES research.
Nearly half of the published CES research we found appears to
be funded by CES manufacturers or authored by the founders,
owners, management, consultants, or board members of CES
manufacturers or retailers. These authors stand to benefit from
positive effects of CES systems, introducing the possibility that
results are influenced (intentionally or unintentionally) by the
potential COI. These COIsmay cause authors to aggregate results
in reviews or meta-analyses in a biased manner or misrepresent
the design or results of primary research. Examples include
omitting primary research that does not show positive benefits
of CES, and citing primary research that did not examine CES
specifically, examined animal models rather than humans, or was
not published in a peer-reviewed journal (e.g., student poster
presentations). As noted by other reviews on this topic, many
reviews authored by individuals associated with CES device
manufacturers “did not report any formalized search strategy,
inclusion criteria or quality assessment and discussed a number
of unpublished studies that remain unpublished at the time of
the current review” (O’Connell et al., 2011). Together, it is our
impression that a large portion of the existing CES literature has
high potential for COI influencing data, theory, and application.

Risk of Bias in Clinical Trials
The Cochrane Collaboration has developed guidelines and
software tools for assessing the risk of bias in clinical trials
(Higgins et al., 2011; Sterne et al., 2019). Five domains of bias are
identified: bias arising from the randomization process, bias due
to deviations from intended interventions, bias due to missing
outcome data, bias in measurement of the reported outcome, and
bias in selection of the reported result. In our review of the CES
literature, we found several examples of these potential biases.
Many studies did not use (or did not report) random selection,
hadmissing outcome data due to data loss or participant attrition,
used non-standardized outcome measures with high subjectivity,
and/or did not comprehensively report all results. For these
reasons, reviews of CES effects conforming to the Cochrane
guidelines are severely limited in the number of studies that can
be included in a review.

For example, in a review and meta-analysis of non-invasive
brain stimulation (NIBS) effects on chronic pain, applying
the Cochrane guidelines resulted no single CES study being
judged as having a low risk of bias (O’Connell et al., 2011).
Even when including potentially biased studies, the meta-
analysis demonstrated no significant advantage of CES relative
to placebo. Similarly, a Cochrane review of CES for headache
therapy revealed only one study that fit Cochrane criteria,
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though baseline group differences limited results interpretation
(Brønfort et al., 2014).

In ameta-analysis of CES effects on depression (and headache,
insomnia, anxiety, and brain dysfunction) co-authored by the
chairman of a CES device manufacturer (Kirsch and Gilula,
2007), we encountered major challenges interpreting results
due to four primary weaknesses: first, the authors aggregated
data from both open label and blinded studies; second, the
analysis included studies showing very high comorbidity of
disorders, including fibromyalgia, insomnia, anxiety, alcoholism,
and attention disorders; third, no formal inclusion or exclusion
criteria were provided for their literature search; fourth, the
authors combined a highly heterogenous set of clinical ratings
scales into a single percent improvement score, and did not
compare it to a sham group (Kavirajan et al., 2014). Interestingly,
the authors also selectively excluded a study that showed a
negative influence of CES, suggesting that it was not valid due
to improvement in the sham condition.

A similar monograph, including a review and informal meta-
analysis, was published by an author affiliated with a different
CES device manufacturer (Smith, 2007). This report suffers from
similar weaknesses to the one cited above (Kavirajan et al., 2014).
Interestingly, this author also offers [on a device manufacturers
website; (Smith, 2013)] to analyze data and prepare manuscripts
related to CES effects free of charge. While we did not find
any statements disclosing Smith’s relationships with CES device
companies, we did find evidence that he was (and perhaps
remains) the Director of Science for Electromedical Products
International, Inc. (Kirsch and Smith, 2000).

Finally in a more recent, well-conducted review and meta-
analysis of CES effects on depression using the Cochrane
guidelines, not a single study passed the Cochrane criteria for
inclusion in the meta-analysis (Kavirajan et al., 2014).

Sham Credibility and Blinding
Active CES commonly causes feelings of dizziness, cutaneous
tingling or skin irritation at the electrode sites, or light-
headedness (Bystritsky et al., 2008; Amr et al., 2013; Kirsch and
Nichols, 2013;Wu et al., 2020). In fact, some studies use dizziness
or light-headedness as a criterion for identifying the appropriate
stimulation intensity for an individual participant; specifically,
increasing stimulation intensity until the participant reports
these symptoms, and then reducing intensity slightly from that
threshold (Bystritsky et al., 2008; Kirsch and Chan, 2013). Of
course, any sensory habituation achieved during this phase of
a study could be changed or eliminated during subsequent
phases or sessions. Most studies reviewed here, however, report a
static AC frequency and intensity for active CES administration,
rather than customizing CES intensity to individual tolerances;
this is especially the case for non-clinical settings. In our own
testing of the Alpha-StimM, we found suprathreshold cutaneous
sensation and vertigo at or above 100 µA (0.5Hz). We are
currently conducting a double-blind, cross-over study to assess
cutaneous and vestibular sensations induced via CES at various
intensities and frequencies. The possibility that users can readily
identify when the device is active vs. inactive increases the
likelihood that any attempts at participant blinding to CES

conditions will be ineffective, particularly in cross-over designs
(O’Connell et al., 2011).

Relatedly, in our review of the literature we found a highly
mixed application of sham procedures. In most cases, the CES
electrodes were attached to the participant, but the device was
never turned on (Liss and Liss, 1996; Schroeder and Barr, 2001;
Gense de Beaufort et al., 2012; Roh and So, 2017). In some other
cases, there was either no control group (Feusner et al., 2012;
Yennurajalingam et al., 2018), a no-contract control group (Cho
et al., 2016), or the device was active but at a lower intensity
than in the active CES condition (Krupitsky et al., 1991; Wu
et al., 2020). The latter procedure is intended to produce mild
cutaneous sensations in both groups, reducing the likelihood
that participants can determine whether they are receiving active
or sham CES. However, it should be noted that some low-
intensity sham procedures use a higher intensity (e.g., 0.75mA)
stimulation than the active CES used in other studies (Gabis
et al., 2003, 2009; O’Connell et al., 2011). In other words, these
low-intensity sham procedures could be inducing similar effects
to the active procedures used in other studies, reducing the
likelihood of finding effects across treatment groups, and limiting
comparability to other studies.

Parameter Heterogeneity
Across published studies, CES is administered using a variety
of parameters, including the number, type, and placement
of electrodes, the timing and duration of stimulation, and
the amplitude, intensity, and dynamics of AC waveforms.
Stimulation electrodes are typically placed on the temples,
mastoids, and/or ear lobes, and vary in size between small ear
lobe clips and large saline-soaked sponges (Zaghi et al., 2010;
Datta et al., 2013). As reviewed by Zaghi, stimulation parameters
typically vary in duration from between 5 and 30min, and
intensity between 0.1 and 4.0mA (Zaghi et al., 2010). The timing
of CES administration relative to outcome measures, and the
frequency and duration of stimulation also vary dramatically
across studies.

Alternating current dynamically alternates polarity over time,
typically represented by sinusoidal waveform. With CES, device
manufacturers typically modify the amplitude, frequency, and
shape of the waveform. In terms of amplitude, we found studies
using amplitudes as low as 100 µA (Lande and Gragnani, 2013;
Wagenseil et al., 2018) and as high as 4mA (Mischoulon et al.,
2015), with one outlying study reporting the use of a novel
Limoge waveform at 49mA (Gense de Beaufort et al., 2012). For
frequency, we found studies using AC frequencies reported as low
as 0.5Hz (Winick, 1999; Koleoso et al., 2013; Cho et al., 2016)
and as high as 15,000Hz (Southworth, 1999; McClure et al., 2015;
Mischoulon et al., 2015). The shape of the waveforms also vary
dramatically across studies and devices, including symmetrical
or asymmetrical biphasic waveforms, unmodified and modified
square waveforms, and monophasic and biphasic waveforms
(O’Connell et al., 2011; Bikson et al., 2019).

The heterogeneity of stimulation methods, including
electrode types and placement, stimulation timing and
parameters, all influence the reproducibility, comparability,
and generalizability of research outcomes in CES, making it
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challenging to derive insights into its suitability for application in
clinical or non-clinical domains. These issues are compounded
by the fact that many of the devices used in past research are
obsolete, antiquated, and otherwise unavailable for scientists to
conduct replication attempts.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

We propose two primary directions for continuing CES research,
particularly regarding non-clinical applications. First is basic
research characterizing CES effects on central and peripheral
nervous system activity and behavior, with potential application
to modulating stress responses and possibly mitigating adverse
performance effects under conditions of stress. Second is
more attention to methodological considerations in the design,
analysis, and reporting of CES research. We consider these two
topics, in turn.

Threats to the physical or social self, uncertainty and
novelty, and the perceived uncontrollability of situations all
produce transient stress states (Mason, 1968). Adaptability under
conditions of stress and uncertainty is critical to sustaining
cognitive performance, and maladaptive responses under these
circumstances give rise to long-term negative repercussions for
psychological well-being (Grupe and Nitschke, 2013). Acute
stress causes reliable physiological, affective, and cognitive
responses. Physiologically, stress activates the sympathetic
nervous system and causes a rapid release of catecholamines,
namely epinephrine and norepinephrine. A second, slower
response is activation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal
(HPA) axis, resulting in the release of corticotropin-releasing
hormone (CRH), ACTH, and cortisol. Activating these two stress
systems produces a cascade of hormonal and neural effects
throughout the central and peripheral nervous systems, with
downstream effects on perception, affective states, and cognition
(Gagnon and Wagner, 2016).

Stress is often seen as adaptive (Charmandari et al., 2005;
Grupe and Nitschke, 2013) and can help direct selective attention
and increase vigilance to sensory input (Eysenck et al., 2007;
Pessoa, 2009). However, stress can also induce impairments in
tasks involving several brain structures sensitive to the presence
of catecholamines and glucocorticoids, including the prefrontal
cortex, hippocampus, striatum, and amygdala (Arnsten, 1998;
Hermans et al., 2014; Kim et al., 2015). These brain regions play
diverse roles in our ability to attend to, process, understand,
and use information in an adaptive manner. Indeed acute stress
can degrade performance on working memory tasks (Luethi
et al., 2008), disrupt visuomotor task performance and top-down
attentional control (Vedhara et al., 2000; Vine et al., 2016), impair
memory encoding and/or retrieval (Gagnon and Wagner, 2016),
and impair cognitive control and flexible, goal-directed thinking
in general (Eysenck et al., 2007).

Given the diverse and reliable effects of acute stress on
the brain, cognition, and behavior, candidate technologies or
methodologies to temporarily reduce the intensity or duration
of the stress response are of interest to the defense science
community. Candidate technologies could be used during

training, in real-time during stressful occupational tasks, or to
help facilitate recovery post-stressor.

CES is one candidate technology that could hold potential in
reducing the downstream hormonal, neural, and behavioral
effects of stress by modulating central and peripheral
nervous system activity. Specifically, a transient increase
in relative parasympathetic activation (i.e., altering the
sympathetic/parasympathetic balance), whether through cranial
(vagus) nerve stimulation or nth order neuromodulatory effects
of CES, would carry effects for several brain regions, including the
thalamus, hypothalamus, amygdala, locus coeruleus, cerebellum,
orbitofrontal cortex, and medulla (Chae et al., 2003). A reduction
in sympathetic drive would increase relative parasympathetic
dominance (Clancy et al., 2014), possibly leading to reductions
in inflammatory responses (Borovikova et al., 2000; Breit
et al., 2018), and altering levels of hormones, peptides and
neurotransmitters such as norepinephrine, serotonin, and
cortisol. Further downstream effects of vagus stimulation would
include alteration of activity in at least the heart, respiratory
system, stomach (including small and large intestine), liver, and
pancreas (Breit et al., 2018). These possibilities point to future
basic research directions with CES.

We also make five primary methodological recommendations
for continuing CES research. First, we suggest using larger sample
sizes to increase power and the likelihood of identifying any
true effects that may exist. Many CES studies have very small
sample sizes that lower power and increase the likelihood of
Type I errors; small sample sizes and are unlikely to identify a
true effect, hold low predictive value, and any identified effects
are likely inflated (Button et al., 2013). To justify small sample
sizes, some papers cite existing research also with small sample
sizes but showing strong effect sizes; however, to better estimate
sample size needs, authors may find value in using meta-analytic
estimates of effect size, rather than single effect sizes found in
studies that may also suffer from methodological challenges.

Second, assuming sample size criteria are adequately defined
and met, scientists, institutions, and publishers should assign
equal value to manuscripts reporting null or unexpected results
(Schooler, 2011; Martin and Clarke, 2017). Publication bias
toward positive findings occurs not only in original science,
but also in replication attempts and contaminates theory
development and the systematic aggregation of results via
meta-analysis (Francis, 2012). Third, registered reports are an
effective tool for reducing publication bias and increasing the
transparency and reproducibility of science (Schooler, 2011).
In these cases, authors propose their complete methodology
and analysis plan and receive in-principle acceptance for the
manuscript, regardless of whether data ultimately support
their hypotheses.

Fourth, parameter standardization across studies and
laboratories will help researchers and clinicians derive more
reliable understandings of how CES electrode placement,
stimulation frequency, waveform, intensity and duration, all
influence clinical and human performance outcomes with
CES. Standardizing parameter selection and manipulation
will inform the most reliable and robust ways to administer
CES, and also facilitate predictive modeling efforts in this
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regard. Finally, while it may be appealing to reduce cost or
increase research efficiencies by partnering with individuals
or corporations with conflicting interests, ultimately these
relationships can limit progress in research and clinical practice.
Independently supported research using sound methodologies
and analytical and reporting techniques will only benefit the
research community and populations interested in using these
tools to reduce symptoms of clinical disorders.

CONCLUSIONS

CES was developed as a tool for treating the symptoms of
clinical disorders such as insomnia, anxiety, and depression. The
FDA differently regulates CES devices based on their intent,
with relatively stringent controls (Class III) for the treatment of
depression, given a lack of data demonstrating that any benefits
outweigh potential risks. Studies examining CES effectiveness
in the treatment of these disorders are equivocal, and there
is generally a lack of compelling evidence from well-designed
studies. Notably, however, no single study showed a worsening of
insomnia, anxiety, or depression symptoms during or following
CES treatment. It is worth considering that any placebo effects
that may be elicited by CES due to participant expectations,
experimenter bias, and/or cutaneous or vestibular perception
may be sufficient enough to induce behavioral and physiological
effects (Enserink, 1999; Dräger et al., 2004).

Very few studies have examined CES for application to
healthy, neurotypical populations. In studies examining acute
stress responses in healthy participants, CES appears to reduce
subjective feelings of anxiety, but these are not necessarily
accompanied by any changes in endocrine responses. In two
human performance-oriented studies, CES produced faster
and more accurate responding on certain CPT measures
(Southworth, 1999), and increased motor force output during
a weightlifting task (Cupriks et al., 2016). The former outcome
warrants replication and extension, whereas the latter study has
considerable methodological challenges that limit interpretation.
Reproducible, reliable (within and across participants), and
robust demonstrations of CES effects on nervous system activity
and behavior are necessary before adopting CES for use in
occupational contexts, including training, job performance, and
recovery contexts (Bostrom and Sandberg, 2009; Agar, 2013;
Chatterjee, 2013; Colzato, 2018; Dessy et al., 2018; Blacker et al.,
2019; Feltman et al., 2019; Brunyé et al., 2020).

Several studies have attempted to elucidate the mechanisms
underlying CES effects on brain and behavior. Among
these are studies examining: (1) computational modeling of
current propagation through the skin, skull, cerebrospinal
fluid, and brain, (2) CES effects on electrical brain activity
and hemodynamics, and (3) CES effects on endocrine and

neurotransmitter systems. In general, computational modeling
efforts predict CES currents effectively penetrating the scalp and
scull and reaching cortical and subcortical brain regions, however
at very low current intensities at target. Brain monitoring studies
have shown inconsistent support for changes in frequency band
activity using EEG, but preliminary support for changes in
default mode network activity and reduced activity in brain
stem and limbic systems. Finally, studies examining CES
effects on neurotransmitters and hormones are very mixed,
with most finding no evidence that CES modulates markers of
inflammation, immune response, or stress hormones.

Most existing CES research suffers from considerable
methodological challenges. The primary ones identified were
potential conflicts of interest, risk of bias, sham credibility
and blinding, and the heterogeneity of CES parameters
used (Kavirajan et al., 2014; Shekelle et al., 2018a). These
limitations make it difficult to derive consistent or compelling
insights from the extant literature, tempering our enthusiasm
for CES and its potential to alter brain function, behavior,
or endocrine responses reliably or robustly, in clinical or
non-clinical settings.

The lack of compelling evidence also motivates well-designed
and relatively high-powered experiments to assess how CES
might modulate the physiological, affective, and cognitive
responses to stress. Indeed, the challenges faced by CES
research are similar to those faced by other contentious research
topics in psychology and neuroscience (Earp and Trafimow,
2015; Maxwell et al., 2015), including other domains of
neurostimulation (Koenigs et al., 2009; Brem et al., 2014; Horvath
et al., 2014; Vannorsdall et al., 2016; Brunyé et al., 2018), and
would likely benefit from similar methodological and reporting
improvements. Continuing transparency and methodological
improvements with CES will allow the scientific community to
developmore informed and nuanced understandings of howCES
can be used to modulate nervous system activity and behavior,
with potentially expanded applications to both clinical and non-
clinical settings.
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